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I. METAMORPHOSIS

The world oil market is in the process of recovering from

its second major turmoil in the last six years. Both the Arab

and Iranian oil interruptions were similar in that they evolved

from p o l i t i c a l developments in the Middle East which reduced

world oil supplies to the point of physical constraints on con-

sumption. Also, in both instances, OPEC, taking its cue from

spot markets, administered dramatic oil price increases which

became permanent and the base from which future increases were

to be made. But unlike the Arab oil interruption, which ter-

minated within six months, the one in Iran is still partly in

effect ten months after it started. From all indications, even

if the present Islamic regime endures in the face of its current

opposition, the world oil market w i l l probably permanently lose

access to a significant amount of Iranian oi1--presently more

than one-third of the 6 million barrels per day (MM B/D) readily

available prior to the revolution.

The loss of this oil is of greater importance today than it

would have been in the aftermath of the Arab oil interruption,

since allowable OPEC production levels during that time were sub-

stantially greater than what the world required OPEC to produce.

It will be recalled that a severe economic recession in most

industrialized countries followed that interruption, in part

brought on by the quantum oil price increases. World oil demand

in non-communist countries fell dramatically as a result, declining



5.5% or by 2.6 MM B/D between 1973 and 1975, w h i l e the amount

of oil required from OPEC dropped by approximately 3.6 MM B/D

or 12% between the two years.

The current economic outlook for industrialized countries is

far more promising than what they experienced in 1974/75. Although

an economic recession is in progress in the U.S., the severity of

this recession is not expected to be anything l i k e the previous

one and the economies of Western European countries and Japan are,

in general, expected to continue to expand, albeit at slower rates

due to the oil price increases. In virtually all of the indus-

trialized countries economic growth should pick up in the second

half of 1980, pushing up energy requirements and, in turn, requiring

an OPEC production level which may be close to what the OPEC members

are presently collectively w i l l i n g , capability aside, to supply to

world markets.

The w i l l i n g n e s s of OPEC members to produce at certain levels

developed as a new dimension of the world oil market during the

post 1973/74 period. Faced with reduced requirements for their

o i l , but yet an incentive by some to gain added revenue from higher

output, OPEC countries unintentionally created a competitive market

environment which was not conducive to administering real increases

in the price of oil. In fact, real prices declined from 1974 through

1978, much to OPEC's frustration. The institution of official pro-

duction ceilings in some of the major exporting countries--Saudi

Arabia, Kuwait, Abu Dhabi and Venezuela--evolved as a reaction to
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this development and even prior to the Iranian interruption the

world oil market was seen as moving out of the "surplus" towards

a balance of a v a i l a b l e supply and effective demand during the

course of the next few years.

The reduction of a v a i l a b l e Iranian exports by over 2 MM B/D

as a result of the revolution has greatly strengthened the effec-

tiveness of the fixed production ceilings of other OPEC nations.

Thus, world oil price determination has once again fully returned

to the control of OPEC members. There appears to be a new deter-

mination to hold on to it more tightly this time than after 1974,

through the expanded use of production control. This strategy

assumes that higher oil revenues are more productively achieved by

reducing oil production, and thereby causing prices to rise, than by

expanding production in order to increase market share. The success

of this strategy is essentially guaranteed by both the relatively

inelastic demand side of the oil market which must accept higher oil

prices, given its limited alternatives, and OPEC's dominant role in

supplying the base load for the world's oil requirements.

Thus the environment the world is currently in and w i l l likely

remain in for some time is expected to be very different from that

which characterized the 1975 to 1978 period. It is unlikely that

the world oil market w i l l v i s i b l y be in surplus for any extended

period of time and more likely that a tight balance between world

oil supply and demand w i l l be evident. Inevitably, however, at

times shortages w i l l arise due to unforeseen political developments
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and similarly oversupply conditions w i l l develop because of tem-

porary excess supplies seeking market outlets.

Meanwhile, the industrial countries are becoming more con-

cerned with OPEC's production policy and capability (technical

and political) than with its pricing policy. This, too, is a

change from the pre-1978 period and reflects the recent exper-

ience that insufficient supplies at any given OPEC-administered

price level represent a far greater threat to the economic and

p o l i t i c a l stability of importing countries than the price level

itself. The chaotic conditions in the U.S. gasoline market

resulting from the marginal physical shortage earlier this year

and the relatively shock-free absorption by most industrial econo-

mies of the more than 60% official OPEC oil price increases since

the end of 1978 illustrate the reason for this shift in principal

concern from OPEC's price floor to its production ceilings.

We turn our attention now to the quantification of world oil

demand and supply for the next six quarters, and also the likely

oil trend in 1981. As a general comment, the oil shortage which

has plagued the U.S. and threatened other major importing countries

for the past six months has begun to recede. The restoration of a

balance between global oil supply and demand, ending the trauma of

physical constraints on consumption is now underway. The emerging

new balance appears very precarious and could be easily unsettled

by v i s i b l y unstable p o l i t i c a l forces in the M i d d l e East on the supply

side and unpredictable consumer reaction to the end of the physical
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shortage on the demand side. But barring unforeseen negative devel'

opments, a continued improvement in the near term world oil supply/

demand balance can be anticipated.
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II. WORLD OIL CONSUMPTION, „._ .

- We estimate that oil consumption in non-communist countries

grew by 2.6% in the fi rst quarter of 1979 versus the previous year

quarter. As shown in Table 1, U.S. oil consumption grew at a lower

rate (1.3%) than that for Western Europe (3.9%) and Japan (2.1%).

Actually, the increase in U.S. consumption is overstated by about

one percentage point, since the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)

adjusted first quarter 1979 consumption upward by nearly 200 M B/D

to reflect additional NGL supplies uncovered in a recently com-

pleted, expanded reporting survey of gas processing plants bud did

not revise 1978 data (see footnote in Table 1).

Even after the adjustment, U.S. oil consumption grew at a

relatively low rate in the first quarter, basically due to declines

in residual (5.8%) and distillate fuel oil (3.0%) use. Both were

negatively affected by increased natural gas a v a i l a b i l i t y to indus-

trial and electric utility consumers. The decline in residual fuel

oil was also partly due to comparison with the exceptional demand

increase resulting from the coal strike in the first quarter of 1978.

In constrast to the U.S., increased consumption of fuel oils

supported much of the indicated growth in Western Europe's oil use

in the first quarter of this year. A major factor was colder

weathei—degree days were up 13.3% over a year ago — which raised

the demand for heating oils. In Japan, most of the increase in the

first quarter oil consumption was due to a 9.7% rise in motor gaso-

line use and a 5.7% increase in m i d d l e distillate consumption going
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TABLE 1

1979 Consumption

United States
Western Europe
Japan
Other
Total

NON-COMMUNIST WORLD OIL CONSUMPTION, 1979 AND 1980
BY QUARTER

(Million Barrels Per Day)

31 Si Q3 Q4_
Annual
Average

Percent Change From Previous Year*

Annual
01 Qi 01 01 Average

19.8

16.4

6.0

13.0

17.2

13.7

5.1

12.9

17.4

13.0

5.0

13.1

18.4

16.0

5.9

13.0

18.

14.

5.

13.

2

8

5

0

1.

3.

2.

3.

3

9

1

2

(2.3)

1.5

2.8

3.2

(1.0)
-

0.4

3.1

(i.o)
(1.0)

(0.7)

3.2

(0.8)

1.1

1.1

3.2

55.2 48.9 48.5 53.3 51.5 2.6 0.7 0.5 1.0

1980 Consumption

United States^

Western Europe

Japan

Other

Total

19.4

16.2

6.0

13.2

17.

13.

5.

13.

6

8

4

0

17.2

13.1

5.3

13.3

18.

16.

6.

13.

3

2

0

3

18.

14.

5.

13.

1

8

7

2

(2.

(1.
-

1.

3)

5)

5

2.7

0.6

4.9

0.8

(1.3)

1.1

6.0

1.5

54.7 49.8 48.9 53.8 51.8

(0.7) (0.5)
1.1 0.3
2.9 3.3
2.3 1.5

(0.9) 1.8 0.9 1.0 0.6

Note: (a) The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) recently expanded its reporting coverage
of natural gas liquid plants with the result that nearly 200 M B/D of additional
output was uncovered. The most recent revisions of first quarter 1979 U.S. oil
consumption/production figures reflect this change, both being increased by this
amount, and we have carried it forward for the remainder of 1979 and on into 1980.
The 1979 oil consumption shown above is not fully comparable to 1978 because of
the reporting change.

(b) Sum of the parts may not equal the total due to rounding.

(1) Excludes processing gain which averages about 500 M B/D during the course of the year and
also crude imports for the Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) program.

(2) Disregarding the reporting change for 1979 consumption, the percent changes relative to
1978 oil use are: 0.3% in the first quarter, (3.5%) in the second, (2.1%) in each of the
third and fourth quarters and (1.8%) for the year.

(3) Disregarding the reporting change for 1979 U.S. consumption, the percent changes relative
to 1978 world oil consumption are: 1.9% in the first quarter, 0.3% in the second, 0.1%
in the third, 0.4% in the fourth and 0.6% for the year.

*Numbers shown in parentheses indicate negative changes.
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into non-heating uses. Residual fuel oil demand, which accounts for

almost 45% of Japan's oil use, declined in the first quarter, con-

tinuing a trend begun in 1978.

It wasn't until the second quarter of this year that the

physical loss of Iranian oil began to restrict oil consumption,

especially in the United States. Total oil consumption in non-

communist countries is estimated to have increased by only 0.7%

in this quarter, or less than one-third of what could have been

expected under normal conditions. The low rate was due primarily

to a sharp decline in U.S. oil consumption (2.3%) which largely

offset increases of 1.5% in Western Europe and 2.1% in Japan. The

U.S. decline can be attributed to a reduction in crude imports

below requirements and expectations, caused by the effects of the

Iranian interruption. Available product supplies dropped below

year ago levels, partly because of the need to rebuild stocks,

following the sharp drawdown in the first quarter, and partly

because continued uncertainty over the a v a i l a b i l i t y of foreign

supplies caused the industry to increase its stock cushion as a

precautionary measure. Accordingly, major products were allocated

to distributors. Motor gasoline consumption bore the brunt of the

decline, f a l l i n g by around 7% in the quarter, but d i s t i l l a t e and

residual fuel oil use also fell by 2,9% and 5.7% respectively,

based on preliminary data.

Turning to the underlying economic trends, most economists

are in agreement that the second quarter of 1979 marked the
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beginning of a recession in the United States. Real 6NP is

estimated to have declined at an annual rate of 2.2% relative

to the first quarter, but was still 2.0% higher than the second

quarter of 1978. We don't know whether the quarter to quarter

decline would have occurred if oil supplies had been readily

a v a i l a b l e to satisfy unconstrained demand. Nor is it possible

to determine how much of the oil demand reduction is due to a

fall-off in economic activity. Nevertheless, the lower availa-

bility of oil supplies directionally reduced economic activity,

contributing to a slowdown, which many economists believed would

have occurred in any event.

Four quarters of consecutive growth declines in U.S. economic

activity are expected, extending from the second quarter of 1979

through the first quarter of 1980. For the year 1979, a real GNP

growth of 0.8% is expected and for 1980 a real GNP decline of 0.7%.

In major European countries and Japan, real GNP in the second

half of 1979 w i l l grow slower than it did in the first half, but

there are no present indications or expectations that recessions

are imminent. Real GNP growth in Japan is expected to average 5.8%

in 1979 and 4.5 to 5.0% in 1980. The four major European countries-

France, Germany, Italy and United Kingdom—are expected to show an

average real GNP increase of 2.6% in both 1979 and 1980. Together,

the major European countries, Japan and the United States account

for about 85% of total OECD economic activity, as measured by the

countri es' real GNP.
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Based on anticipated economic activity and the likely a v a i l -

ability of non-oil energy sources, we have projected that oi1

consumption in non-communist countries w i l l increase by 1% in 1979

and 0.6% in 1980. All of the growth in both years will be outside

the United States where consumption declines of 0.8% and 0.5%

respectively are forecast.

In 1980 the U.S. decline w i l l largely be due to significant

reductions in residual and distillate fuel oil demand, reflecting

continued ample supplies of natural gas, continued conservation in

oil use and the impact of lower economic activity on industrial

and electric utility oil demand. In contrast, U.S. motor gasoline

consumption is forecast to show an increase of more than 3.0% for

1980 due in large part to a strong second quarter, and also to some

extent third quarter, since in the two comparable quarters of 1979

gasoline consumption was physically limited by insufficient supplies

In Western Europe oil consumption is forecast to increase by

only 0.3% in 1980. Oil use is projected to actually decline in the

first quarter of 1980, increase modestly in the second quarter and

advance by 1,1% in the last half of the year, relative to the same

periods of 1979. The anticipated slow growth in Western Europe's

1980 oil consumption can be largely attributed to the combination

of slower economic activity, increased natural gas availability

from the North Sea, more atomic power production, an assumption of

normal weather patterns, and expanded conservation efforts. The

heavy end of the European demand barrel w i l l be most adversely
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affected by these developments, while motor gasoline demand is

expected to be relatively unaffected,

Japan's oil consumption is forecast to grow 3,3% in 1980.

Residual fuel oil consumption is expected to reverse its previous

downward trend, and grow more rapidly than the other major petro-

leum products, as a result of an anticipated reduction in the

growth of nuclear power, LN6 and LPG use.
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III. WORLD OIL SUPPLIES—AVAILABILITY AND REQUIREMENTS

In 1978, oil production in non-OPEC countries averaged

18.5 MM B/D, representing about 37% of total oil supplies to

the non-communist world. During the course of 1978, production

in these areas increased from about 18.1 MM B/D in the first

quarter of the year to over 19.0 MM B/D in the fourth quarter.

The bulk of the increases occurred in the United States, reflecting

increased Alaskan North Slope output, Canada, Mexico and the North

Sea. The latter two areas are expected to account for most of the

increased non-OPEC oil output in 1979.

Both the North Sea and Mexico are expected to show increases

of 300 to 400 M B/D in their oil output between the first and

fourth quarters of 1979. Continued expansion of their output is

also expected to occur in 1980, as indicated by Table 2, contrib-

uting once again a major portion of the anticipated increase in

non-OPEC oil supplies.

Net exports from communist countries is assumed to have been

1.2 MM B/D in the first quarter of 1979, and is forecast to continue

at this level for the remainder of the year, representing a 14%

decline from 1978. The Peoples Republic of China accounts for about

200 M B/D of these net exports and the Soviet Union for most of the

remai nder.

The additional 200 M B/D decline shown for these supplies in

1980 is expected to result from a substantial slowdown in the growth
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TABLE 2

WORLD OIL SUPPLIES, AVAILABILITY AND REQUIREMENTS,
1979 AND 1980 BY QUARTER

(Million Barrels Per Day)

1979

Non-OPEC Supplies^
(2)

United States
Canada

Other Western
Hemisphere

Western Europe
Other Eastern
Hemisphere

Net Exports From
Communist Countries

( ̂
OPEC Production^'

Total Supplies

Non- Communist World
Oil Consumption

Indicated Inventory
Adjustment (4)

01

10.2

1.7

2.7

2.2

2.7

19.5

1.2

29.9

50.6

55.2

(4.6)

Q2

10.3

1.7

2.8

2.4

2.7

19.9

1.2

31.2

52.3

48.9

3.4

Q3

10.3

1.6

2.9

2.5

2.7

20.0

1.2

31.2

52.4

48.5

3.9

Q4

10.4

1.6

3.0

2.5

2.7

20.2

1.2

31.2

52.6

53.3

(0.7)

Annual
Average

10.3
1.

2.
2.

2.
19.

1.

30.

52.

51.

0.

6

9
4

7
9

2

9

0

5

5

Ql

10.4

1.6

3.2

2.5

2.9

20.6

1.0

1980

02

10.3

1.6

3.4

2.6

3.0

20.9

1.0

******* 28.

49,9-
53.6

54.7

(4.8)
to

U.I)

50.2-
53.9

49.8

0.4
to

4.1

03

10.3

1.6

3.4

2.6

3.1

21.0

1.0

3 to 32.
50.3-
54.0

48.9

1.4
to

5.1

Q4

10.3

1.6

3.5

2.8

3.2

21.4

1.0

Annual
Average

10.3
1.6

3.4
2.6

3.1
21.0

1.0

o *******
50.7-
54.4

53.8

(3.1)
to

0.6

50.3-
54.0

51.8

(1.5)
to

2.2

Note: Sum of parts may not equal total due to rounding and numbers shown in parentheses
indicate a negative change.

(1) Includes NGL's.
(2) In the first quarter of 1979, the DOE adjusted NGL output upward by 200 M B/D based

on a newly expanded reporting survey of gas processing plants.
(3) Includes NGL's averaging 750 M B/D in 1979 and 800 M B/D in 1980.
(4) Represents the difference between total supplies and consumption. Crude oil put in

strategic storage is included. In addition, no account has been taken of unaccounted
for crude oil and product losses.
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rate of Soviet production. Evidence of this can already be seen

from data for the first half of 1979, Although the Soviet Union

is pursuing a fairly aggressive oil conservation policy, through

higher domestic oil prices, increased use of natural gas and coal

and the construction of atomic power plants, it is likely that

oil demand growth will outstrip production increases in 1980 and

thus result in the forecast export decline.

OPEC Production

In the first quarter of 1979, OPEC oil production (including

NGL's) averaged 29.9 MM B/D, some 2.2 MM B/D less than its produc-

tion in the fourth quarter of 1978. All of the decline took place

in Iran, causing total OPEC production to fall below anticipated

requirements, despite production increases by some other OPEC

members. Iranian output which had already been reduced to the low

volume of 3.8 MM B/D in the fourth quarter by intermittent labor

strikes dropped further to 1.2 MM B/D in the first quarter of 1979.

Iranian oil exports started up at a reduced level in late March

and in the second quarter of the year production averaged about

3.9 MM B/D, according to official Government figures. However,

there are other indications that production was somewhat below

official estimates, especially in June. Hence, in our calculations

of second quarter OPEC production we have used an average produc-

tion level of 3.7 MM B/D.

Other OPEC producers supplied about 27.5 MM B/D in the second
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quarter so that total OPEC output was 31.2 MM B/D in the quarter,

as shown in the Table, an increase of about 1.3 MM B/D over the

first quarter. The increase was less than that registered by Iran

alone, due to production cutbacks in the other OPEC countries,

particularly in Saudi Arabia where output declined by 1 MM B/D,

reflecting the reimposition of its 8.5 MM B/D official crude pro-

duction ceiling which had been exceeded from October through March

in response to the Iranian oil supply interruption.

In early July, Saudi Arabia once again raised allowable crude

production to 9.5 MM B/D, apparently in an effort to ease the

world oil supply situation, and reduce upward pressure on prices

especially in spot markets, where at the end of June crude oil was

being sold at $15-18/Bbl higher than the OPEC Governments' official

sales prices. However, the recent announced production cutbacks in

Nigeria and Algeria, together with apparently lower production levels

in Iran due to continued turmoil in that country, and likely reduc-

tions elsewhere in OPEC may offset most of the Saudi increase. Con-

sequently, OPEC production is forecast to remain about 31.2 MM B/D

in the third and fourth quarters of 1979. This assumes Iranian out-

put w i l l not fall substantially below 3.5 MM B/D for any extended

period and that Saudi Arabia continues to allow a 9.5 MM B/D output

level for the rest of the year, both p l a u s i b l e , but certainly not

assured, assumptions.

For 1980 we have chosen to present quarterly OPEC production

levels as a range where at the upper end, production is believed
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to be at a reasonably optimistic level, and at the lower end a

reasonably pessimistic level. In the latter case, output of

28.3 MM B/D has been assumed; and in the former, 32.0 MM B/D.

The i n d i v i d u a l country details of both are shown in Table 3.

The pessimistic or low case assumes that: (1) Saudi Arabia

reimposes its 8.5 MM B/D official crude oi l production c e i l i n g ;

(2) Kuwait reduces its production c e i l i n g from 2.0 to 1.5 MM B/D

which is reportedly under consideration by the Government; (3) for

p o l i t i c a l or technical reasons Iranian oil production falls to

3.2 MM B/D; and (4) other OPEC countries produce at their produc-

tion ceilings or at a level we consider reasonable, but on the low

side.

The optimistic or high case production is essentially current

production levels with the exception that Iranian production is

assumed to be 3.9 MM B/D or some 500-600 M B/D higher than what

recent press reports indicate it may be. Since Saudi Arabia is

currently producing 9.5 MM B/D, it also assumes that this level

w i l l continue to be allowed in 1980.

The spread between the hi g h and low case is 3.7 MM B/D. If

none of this volume is a v a i l a b l e in 1980, world oil supplies w i l l

not be adequate to meet projected demand. On the other hand, if

all of the volume is a v a i l a b l e a modest surplus w i l l exist through-

out the year.
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TABLE 3

LIKELY RANGE OF 1980 OPEC CRUDE
AND NGL PRODUCTION

(Mill

Saudi Arabia

Iran

Iraq

Kuwait

United Arab Emirates

Algeria

Libya

Nigeria

Venezuela

Nuetral Zone

Indonesia

Other

Total Crude

NGL

Crude and NGL

ion Barrels Per Day)

Pessimistic

8.5

3.2

2.8

1.5

1.8

0.9

1.9

2.0

2.0

0.5

1.6

0.8

27.5

0.8

28.3

OIL

Optimistic

9.5

3.9

3.2

2.0

1.9

1.1

2.1

2.2

2.2

0.6

1.6

0.9

31.0

0.8

32.0

Difference

1.0

0.7

0.4

0.5

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.1

-

0.1

3.7

-

3.7
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Stock Levels

Total oil stock levels in non-communist countries were drawn

down by about 4.6 MM B/D in the first quarter of the year, some

2 MM B/D greater than what would have normally been anticipated.

It should be pointed out that the decline in commercial stocks was

somewhat greater due to increases in the U.S. Government's strategic

stocks of crude oil, which rose by about 170 M B/D and due to

unaccounted for crude oil and product losses. We should add that

some of the first quarter stock decline probably was not used for

consumption but reflected hoarding at the secondary (consumer)

i nventory level.

Increased supplies in the second quarter, mainly reflecting

the resumption of Iranian output, together with significantly lower

consumption as physical supply constraints took hold in the United

States and, to a much lesser extent, elsewhere, supported an

increase of 3.4 MM B/D in world oil inventories during the quarter.

This increase permitted world oil inventories to increase somewhat

faster than normally, but only partially making up for the accelerated

drawdown in the first quarter.

It is interesting that the U.S. shared disproportionately

more in the world's inventory drawdown in the first quarter of

1979 than it did in the b u i l d - u p in the second quarter. U.S. data

indicate that its total oil stocks (including strategic reserves)

declined by about 1.5 MM B/Din the first quarter, representing about
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one-third of the world's stock decline, but increased by only

200 M B/D in the second quarter, accounting for only 6% of the

world's stock increase. The decline in the U.S. share of world

stocks was probably due to the combination of: (1) the U.S.

Government's reluctance in the spring of 1979 to have refiners pay

high spot prices for OPEC crudes imported into the U.S.; (2) regu-

lations under the entitlements program which discourage crude

imports at prices higher than average uncontrolled crude oil prices;

and (3) the attractiveness of the incremental crude barrel in

foreign markets due to skyrocketing product prices, particularly

in countries with no effective price controls. Given these factors

and the increased volume of oil moving in the spot market at the

time, possibly as much as 5% of total oil traded according to

some estimates, it is not surprising that the U.S. share of the

world's second quarter inventory increase was so low.

We are forecasting a continued substantial build-up in world

oil inventories for the third quarter of 1979 and a less than

normal 700 M B/D decline for the fourth quarter. On balance,

for the year as a whole stocks are expected to be up by about

500 M B/D over 1978. It must be once again kept in mind that

this increase overstates the actual commercial inventory rise

because of higher strategic reserves and unaccounted for crude

oil/product losses.
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A comparison of the range of OPEC production and forecast

oil consumption in 1980 indicates a wide range in possible stock

changes for the year. The pessimistic or low OPEC production

would undoubtedly lead to the reappearance of shortages, since there

would be a precipitous first quarter inventory decline and stocks

could not be b u i l t up by required amounts in the second and third

quarters of the year. The optimistic or high OPEC output would

support a substantial increase in world oil inventories. The indicated

803 m i l l i o n barrel increase would not be totally absorbed into inven-

tory and would tend to create an oversupply situation provided, of

course, OPEC members take no counteraction to prevent, or at least

blunt, such a development.
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IV. MARKET OUTLOOK

The trauma of physical supply constraints on oil consumption

is fading due to reductions on the demand and increases on the

supply side of the oil market. As discussed, world oil demand is

growing more slowly under the impact of a slowdown in economic

activity and higher oil prices. With non-OPEC oil supplies con-

tinuing to increase and OPEC production holding at about current

levels, the tight world oil market which prevailed from February

through July has eased recently and should continue to do so as

we move into the fourth quarter of this year. We have already

seen evidence of this in the spot crude and products market.

Whether this trend w i l l continue in 1980 w i l l basically depend

on what happens to OPEC output. The political nature of the pro-

duction function in several of the major OPEC countries renders

supply inherently more unpredictable than demand. Moreover, w h i l e

the probability of a particular political or other event restricting

production in an OPEC country may be small, the probability of any

one of ten such possible events occurring is obviously much greater.

Let us suggest a reasonably likely market outlook for 1980 in

spite of the underlying uncertainties. An OPEC crude (and NGL)

production level of 30.1 MM B/D can comfortably be met without

requiring OPEC countries to produce above their collective capa-

b i l i t i e s taking into account i n d i v i d u a l country production ceilings.

This production level would require Saudi Arabia to produce at
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about 8.5 MM B/D, Iran at 3.7 MM B/D and Kuwait at 2.0 MM B/D.

At this level of OPEC production, inventory changes during

the course of 1980 necessary to balance supply with forecast

demand would follow normal seasonal patterns. For the year as a

whole, world oil stocks in non-communist countries would essen-

tially be unchanged from their year-end 1979 level. Although

statistically stocks could increase by 300 M B/D during the

year, unaccounted for crude and product losses would probably lead

to the disappearance of much of the increase.

In these circumstances, the world oil market will be balanced.

However, there may well be a desire on the part of consumer govern-

ments and companies for a modest b u i l d - u p in inventories on a world-

wide basis, due partly to the current greater uncertainty of supply

and partly to the resumption by consumer governments of strategic

reserve build-ups. In addition, the recent and likely continued

reductions in third-party sales by major international oil companies

which w i l l significantly increase the number of direct crude buyers

on the world market, may cause the latter to hold more crude stocks,

despite the higher costs, because of their perceived reduction in

the security of supplies. Such additional inventory demand could

collectively cause considerable strain in a "statistically" balanced

market.

The Outlook for 1981

In 1981 the market outlook becomes potentially more troublesome
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Oil demand w i l l likely accelerate with U.S. economic growth and

continued increases in economic activity in Western Europe and

Japan. Increases in non-OPEC oil supplies will slow considerably,

with probably only about 650 M B/D of net supplies being added,

compared to 900 M B/D in 1980 after taking into account a likely

further reduction in net oil exports from communist countries,

and the resumption of the production decline rate in the U.S.

after stabilization in 1980 due to an increase in Alaskan output.

Thus, increased oil supplies outside of OPEC would permit only

about a 1.25% increase in world oil consumption. Since it is

likely that to support economic growth world oil demand w i l l

have to increase significantly above this rate — perhaps at 2-

2.5%--the balance in the world oil supply/demand equation w i l l

once again, as it is likely to do for some time, depend on OPEC's

supply policy. The group's resource and technical capability to

produce at the required level are not in question. But its p o l i -

tical ability or willingness to do so is in question. Thus, no

matter where you start analyzing the world oil market, you in e v i -

tably end up guessing what OPEC will do or what extraneous events

such as the current fighting in Iran, will do to OPEC production.
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